Creating the Rock Bottom from Intervention 911

We specialize in Recovery
and offer services worldwide.
Our professional staff travels worldwide to preform interventions
365 days a year. We have many years combined experience
dealing with difﬁcult situations for all kinds of addictions.
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Ken Seeley, our founder, has a long history
of helping thousands begin their journey
with recovery. Invited as a recovery expert on
numerous television and radio shows, Ken offers
an inspiring viewpoint which is candid and
honest. Ken works closely with the treatment
team at Intervention 911 to continue to educate families to bring
about the ‘rock bottom’ which begins the recovery process.

Behaviors change
after hitting a
Rock Bottom
Identifying the Rock Bottom HELPS...

1-866-888-4911
A caring and conﬁdential counselor
is standing by ready to talk
24 hours a day.

You have the power to
create their Rock Bottom

Intervention 911 created the HELPS model
which has proved successful in countless interventions. It is
the key to creating the rock bottom. We look at the ﬁve areas
in which the consequences of addiction take their toll...

Health

Addiction is a physical disease, affecting the user’s body from the
inside out. Consequences range from liver disease, skin abscesses, premature aging,
psychiatric disorders, memory loss, central nervous system damage and eventually, death.

Intervention HELPS...
Intervention 911 helps you raise the bottom, which is
the turning point everyone must face before they choose
recovery over addiction / dysfunctional behavior. Don’t
wait for the natural progression of the disease of
addiction to rob you of your loved one forever. Let us
help you identify and create the rock bottom which
allows your loved one to realize the severity of their
problem and choose recovery.

Create a Rock Bottom.
Move them into recovery.
r Prevent potentially irreversible or lethal health problems.
r Create an environment with healthy boundaries in a compassionate way.
r Evaluate legal issues and determine how they can be used to support recovery.
r Learn how you are ﬁnancially supporting dysfunctional behavior.
r Share the ultimate gift of renewed relationships and hope for the future.

Are you ready to raise their Rock Bottom?

Environmental

It has been proven that environmental factors
strongly inﬂuences or arrests the development and subsequent behaviors of the addict.
Are you supporting recovery or enabling addiction?

Legal

Addiction involves legal consequences ranging from DUI’s, arrests,
marital separation, divorce and loss of child custody. More often than not the addict
will participate in illegal activities in order to support and maintain their habit.

Personal ﬁnances

Addiction creates ﬁnancial crisis, ranging
from job termination, eviction, foreclosure and even bankruptcy. Supporting your
loved one ﬁnancially by giving them money, paying their bills or employing them
can enable addiction.

Spiritual

Has your loved one lost faith, hope and peace in their life?
Addiction is a spiritual sickness robbing the user of spirit and soul; leaving them
to feel hopeless and alone.
By identifying and creating the consequences and implementing healthy boundaries
in a respectful and uniﬁed manner, HELPS manually raises the rock bottom instead
of waiting for the natural
progression of the addiction
which can lead to death.

The solution
starts here.

Please call toll-free 866-888-4911
All calls conﬁdential
www.intervention911.com

